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anks and other financial institutions are trying to create one-on-one
relationships with customers.To build these relatíonships, banks must identify
how visitors become established loyal customers. The Customer Life Cycle
(CLC) illustrates that a customer's financial behavior changes throughout his
or her life.This article reports on a real-world application of customer development and retention on a Web-banking site using clickstream data from a
financial institution in The Netherlands. lt is shown that visitors and customers
differ in online development over time. Clickstream analysis is an effective tool
for creating a complete picture of customer activ¡ty and helps to give a precise
understanding of custorner online behavior at an individual level.
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INTRODUCTION
There has been a noticeable evolution in Internet marketing

practices.

Internet pioneers (or first-movers) were oriented toward technolory and, consequently, placed emphasis on the product and its corresponding information.
Currently, most online companies have moved away from complex products,
with their multitude of features, to commodity items such as stock quotes and
newsletters. The emphasis has shifted from the product focus to the marketing process of reaching and getting close to the customer (Kalakota &
Whinston, 1996). To cater to each customer's personal needs, banks and financial institutions are attempting to create one-on-one relationships with the
customer. To do so, they must align their product and service offerings with the
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The Customer Life CYcle

Customer Life Cycle (CLC). The CLC reflects the fact

that a customer's financial behavior changes over
time, and aids in predicting his or her future online
frnancial activity. The CLC starts with reaching potential customers and progresses toward established loyal
customers. Of course, along the way, many individual
CLCs are cut short by abandonment and attrition
(Cutler & Sterne, 2000). The terms deuelopmerú and
retention have been added to the CLC in Figure 1.
The CLC describes the continuum where a company:

.

Acquires the customer as

a

registered and'/or

paylng customer,

.
r

Keeps him or her as a customer, and

Turns the customer into an ambassador of the bank'

The frrst stage is related to the acquisition and the
creation of a relationship with a customer whereas
the latter two stages are related to maintaining the
relationship. The basic idea behind the CLC is to anaIyze customers'value to obtain the insig'ht necessary
to plan profrtable future interactions. The conceptual
framework of the CLC is applicable to a customer's
behavior at various stages of his or her online lifetime. In addition, is it possible to identify the stages
of customer development and retention on a Webbanking site? In this article, two stages of customer
behavior on a Web-banking site throughout the CLC
are d.escribed. The frrst stage is customer online deuelopment.It is interesting to analyze the activity of new
users during their frrst visits on a Web site and to
identify the way in which the different types of online
behavior develop over time'

The second stage of customer online behavior
throughout the CLC ís custorner retention' In the

offline world, the prosperity of companies depends on
their repeat customers. This also is true on the World
Wide Web, where users are just a click away from
competing sites (Agrawal, Arjona, & Lemmens, 2001)'
Once a customer has found a particular company or
institution on the Web, it is important that everything
necessary is done to retain that customer' Electronic
migration has made customer retention, or more
specifrcally customer erosion, a major concern of
frnancial institutions. Therefore, it also is interesting
to analyze customers' activity during their last weeks
on the Web site.

Many banks still perceive the Internet as a "black
box" in which littte insight is provided about customer online behavior. Companies that do not have
accurate information or do not optimize customer
intelligence are losing a grip on their customers' It is
important Lo analyze and evaluate online behavior at
an individual level. Clickstream analysis is a, suitable method to do so. Clickstream analysis opens up
the black box and illuminates customer online banking behavior (Meer & Raaij, 2004). The clickstream
contains a record for every page request from each
visitor to the Web site. By analyzing the ciickstream
data ofa visitor's session, it is possible to gain a clear
insight into the visitor's behavior. Both descriptive
and explorative analyses on clickstream data are
possible to obtain a better understanding of a customer's online behavior.
This article reports on a real-world application of customer development and retention on a Web-banking
site using clickstream data from frnancial institutions
in The Netherlands. To maintain confidentiality of
the company's data, the name of the Web site has
been changed.

CASE STUDY: CUSTOMER
DEVELOPMENT AND RETENTION

ON'STOCKS ON.LINE'

The Web-banking site involved will be called "Stocks
Online (SO).' SO is a Web site where customers can
open a personal account to compare and trade international stocks online. Both private customers and
professional brokers were using this Web site. The
popularity of this site caused an increase in the num-

ber of visits, but SO was uncertain about which
customers develop over time successfully and which
customers abandon.
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FIGURE 2
Number of Visitors and Customers on 50 From January 2003 to April 2004

Clickstream data of SO from January 2003 to April
2004 was analyzed. Figure 2 shows the number of visitors per week during this period. A total of 3.6 million
pages on the Web site were requested, equaling about
460,000 sessions. A starting user of SO may (or may
not) open a personal account for ordering stocks
online. Therefore, there is a distinction between visitors and registered customers. Sessions with more
than two page requests were selected' Because
stocks are relatively high-involvement products
(compared to, e.g., savings), we decided to evaluate
customer activity per week.

based on differentiation between customers who use a
Web site primarily for transactions versus those who

Figure 2 shows a growth in the number of customers
on SO during the period.

.

The design of a Web site should reflect the visitor's
needs. We assume that a customer starts a session
with a specific need. To gain insight into the routine
behavior of customers online, we need to analyze
which groups of pages are requested within a session.
If there are distinct clusters of pages, it also is possible to segment the surfing behavior of customers.
Segmentation is a technique for creating this valueadded differentiation necessary for optimizing the
Web site. A typical segmentation approach is behavioral segmentation: dividing the market according to
how people behave (Kalakota & Whinston, 1996). For
instance, in the case offinancial products, one can use
behavioral segmentation to distinguish needs according to a customer's position in his or her frnancial life
cycle. Another type of behavioral segmentation is
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use them primarily for prospecting and discovering
information (Kalakota & Whinston, 1996). We need to
identify groups ofdistinct types ofpages requested to
find an appropriate segmentation. With Correspondence Analysis, groups of pages within a session are
found on a Web site. Correspondence Analysis is a
multivariate representation of a contingency table
containing information about combinations of the
requested pages during one session (Benzécri, 1973;
Greenacre, 1984). We discovered the following unique
typologies of online behavior on SO:
TVpe

A: sessions with information about the Web

site of SO (info site)

. Tlpe B: sessions with actual information about
stocks (info products)

.

TVpe C: sessions for trading online stocks (transac-

tions)

.

Type D: sessions with information about current
topics and offers (info news)

With these outcomes, targeting customers based on
online behavior within a single session, or over multiple sessions, is within reach. Using these typologies,
it is possible to determine the appropriate method of
communication to use with each type of visitor'
In the next section, customer development and retention in terms of type of session (i.e., A, B, C, D) on SO
are described.
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Custotner Deaelopment on SO
build relationships banks must identify which visitors develop over time. Online behavior of new users
of SO was analyzed. Figure 3 shows the average number of sessions of visitors and customers in the frrst
8 weeks. In Figure 4, t}i'e average number of page
requests per session of visitors and customers in the
frrst 8 weeks is shown. The averages are affected by
visitors who are not active on SO during the frrst
8 weeks or by visitors who skip a few weeks. The difference in number of sessions and number of page
requests per session between both groups was
analyzed with General Linear Model Repeated
Measurement (GLM RM). The GLM RM procedure
provides analysis of variance when the same measurement is made several times on each subject.
Using this procedure, we were able to analyze the
effects ofboth the between-subjects factors (visitors or
customers) and the within-subjects factors (online
activity per week, e.g., number of sessions).
To
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There is a clear distinction in online behavior
between visitors and customers during the first
8 weeks on SO. The differences in number of sessions,
F : 70.66, p < .001, and the number of page requests,
F : 3938.63, p 1.001, appear to be signifrcant. There
also was a signiflrcant interaction effect oftype ofuser
(visitor or customer) and time (week) for number of
sessions, F :2.82, p : .006, and number of page
requests per session, F :274.04, p 1.001. In other
words, visitors and customers differ in online development during their frrst weeks on SO. The new user
who opens a personal account for ordering stocks has
more sessions per week and more page requests per
session during the first 8 weeks than a visitor who
does not become a registered customer. The latter
may or may not come back during the weeks following
their frrst visit on SO.
There were four typologies of sessions (4, B, C, and D)
found. In what way do the typologies, of sessions
develop over time? Figure 5 shows the typologies of
sessions of uisitors during the frrst 8 weeks on SO.
Figure 6 shows the typologies of sessions of customers
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FIGURE 5
Typologies of Sessions of Visitors During the First 8 Weeks
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FIGURE 4
Number of Page Requests per Session of Visitors and Customers
During the First 8 Weeks
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Typologies of Sessions of Customers During the First 8 Weeks
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during the first 8 weeks on SO. TWo frequent
combinations oftypologies, BC andAB, also are shown'

Regarding type of use' reg'istered customers differed
from visitors during the fîrst weeks' Customers
showed a noticeable increase ofstock exchanges during
their frrst weeks. The customer who follows this activity pattern mig'ht become a loyal customer in time'
From other analyses, it appears that particularly
during the frrst week, visitors opened a personal
account on SO and became a customer' Therefore, it is
possible to distinguish visitors from customers during
their frrst weeks on SO. For all typologies, SO must
create corresponding entries in the navigation menu
on the home page. SO also must create a welcome entry
for starting users on the homepage.

Modeling Customer Onlíne
Deaelopnxent on SO
Banks must learn who becomes an active customer
and who does not. In this section, we try to model customer online development on SO. We used logistic
regression analysis (forward stepwise, conditional) to
estimate the linear reiationship between several independent variables (onlíne behavior during the frrst
weeks) and one dependent variable (active customer
or not). Logistic regression is suited to models where
the dependent variable is dichotomous (active customer or not). Logistic regression coefficients were
used to'estimate odds ratios for each of the independent variables in the model. Thus, based on a

TABLE

customer's online behavior during their first weeks on
SO, we aimed to predict who becomes an active
customer. The defrnition of the dependent variable,

active customer or not, must be determined' From
Figures 3 and 7, it appears that customers have at
least three sessions per week. Then, the quotient of
tlte totq,l number of session's divided by the number of
weeles with ort'lin'e actiuity during the period of analysis per customer was calculated. This ratio indicates
the online activity of the customer (r-ac)'

r a,c:

nurnber of sessions
number of weelzs online actiuitY

The average ratio (r-ac) is about 2.00. The defrnition
of an "active customer" is someone with three or more
sessions during Weeks 6, 7 and 8, and with an r-ac
value of at least 2.00 for 5 or more weeks. In the logistic regression analysis, the independent variables are
a variety of characteristics including online activity
and surfing behavior during the frrst 5 weeks on SO'
Table 1 shows the (significant) unstandardized
regression coefficients, in which number of sessions,
total pages per sessions, and typologies ofsessions are
the independent variables'

It

that online activity and surfrng behavior
had a relevant contribution in predicting an active
customer. The customers who started trading online
stocks (Tlpe C) from the frrst week have the highest
probability of becoming an active customer on SO' In
addition, if a customer's online activity increases from
Week 3, the probability of becoming an active
appears

Typologies of Sessions
Regression Coefficients* of Number of Sessions,Total Pages per Sessions, and

1

ln Week 4, session Type

5

AC

Session(s) in Week
ln Week 3, session Type

BC
C
ln Week 2, session Type C
Session(s) in Week 4
Session(s) in Week 3
Pages per session in Week 4
Pages per session in Week 5
Pages per session in Week 3
lnWeek l,sessionType

e
0.643
0.316
0'255
O.2Og
70
O.14g
0.1 15
0.012
0.01 1
0.01 1
O.'1

SIGNIFICANCÊ
0'007
0'000
0 034
0'000
0'000
0'000
0'001
0'003
0'030
0'026

s.E.
0'239
0 030
0'120
O'O57
0'046
O'O37
0'034
0 OO4
0'005
0 005
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Note

* Dependent varìable is active customer
** Value by which the odds of the event change when the ¡ndependent variable increases by 1 unit. lf the value is >
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customer also increases. Not aII dependent variables

were significant. The estimated proportion of
variance (Nagelkerke R-square) in the dependent
variable explained by the predictor variables in this
model is 0.414 (on a scale which covers the full range
from 0-1). Apparently, other types of customers'
characteristics also play a relevant role.

Customer Retention on SO
The Internet generates a lot of traffic, which means
people visit various Web sites; however,
many of those people access a Web site, but never
return. Before they leave, marketers want to persuade
the visitor to stay and to become an active customer. fs
it possible to detect a change in online behavior that
directly results in an inactivity of customers? Online
behavior of customers of SO was analyzed. Figure 7
shows the average number of sessions per week of visitors and customers during the last 4 weeks on SO. In
Figure 8, the average number ofpage requests per session of visitors and customers in the last 4 weeks
is shown. Week -1 indicates the last week of a customer's activity on SO. The difference in number of
sessions and number of page requests per session
between both groups was analyzed with GLM RM.

that many

¿
I

l
l

l

Figures 7 and 8 show a clear distinction in online
behavior between visitors and customers during the
last 4 weeks on SO. The differences in number of sessions, ,F' = 42.94, p < .001, and the number of page
requests, F = 32.078, p < .001, appear to be signifrcant;
however, there was no significant interaction effect of
type of user (visitor or customer) and time (week) for
number of sessions and number of page requests per
session, which indicates that it is very diffrcult to
detect a change in online behavior during the last
weeks on SO for visitors and customers. This results in
no possibilities of modeling customer online retention.
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The number of sessions for customers stayed
relatively stable, but dropped suddenly during the
Iast week. Is the decline of a customer's activity also
visible in the number of stock exchanges during the
last 4 weeks? Figure 9 shows the number of stock
exchanges, bought and sold, during the last 4 weeks.
The average number of stocks bought was 4.6 whereas the average number of stocks sold was 5.1 (represented by the dashed lines in Figure g).
During the last weeks, the number of stock acquisitions
per customer decreased. Moreover, the number of stock
sales increased during the last 2 weeks. Apparently, a
customer sells all his or her stocks before he or she
becomes inactive. If the number of stock acquisitions
and stock sales diverges below the average number,
then this should be viewed as a sign of imminent abandonment by the customer. To detect the negative change
in online behavior of potential "runaways," SO should
implement an "early warning system." All customers
with abnormal activity should be contacted and
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questioned about their dissatisfaction. E-marketers
may then design interventions to break this adverse
behavior and to reverse the process of attrition.

CONCLUSION
Visitors and customers differ in online development
over time. Banks must be able to discover and target
prospects at an early stage. Banks also should implement an "early warning system" to detect a negative
change in the online behavior of potential runaways
before it is too late. At the very least, all customers
with below-averag'e activity should be contacted.
E-marketers must then attempt to develop methods
to reverse this trend. To ensure profrtability in the
long run, online customer retention is vital (Wiegran
& Koth, 1999). If banks wish to enhance customer
retention, they must lock customers into a process
that is not easily duplicated or replicated, and when
performed well, not easily abandoned (Nemzow,
1999). Many sites are successful at luring visitors, but
not at getting these visitors to buy or at turning occasional buyers into frequent ones (Agrawal et al.,
2001). Building a proflrtable Web site that retains customers is much more complicated than designing nice
Web pages ánd waiting for revenue to roll in.

It is diffrcult for financial institutions to implement
online banking in their marketing activities because
most of them have no clear strategy for creating and
maintaining relationships with customers. The interactive format of Internet banking could help to create
and improve customer relationships by identifyrng
cross-sell and up-sell opportunities. To get closer to
customers, banks and financial institutions must try
to create a one-on-one relationship with them. A
customer's financial life cycle reflects the fact that
each customer's financial needs change over time.
Banks should align their business models with
customers'financial needs and offer an array of attractive services to satisfy every phase of their life cycles.

Clickstream analysis is a feasible methodology to
support a customer-contact strategy. Tïacking each
mouse-click of customers will ultimately increase
awareness of customer behavior and add to a
company's client focus. Collecting clickstream data
makes it possible to analyze customer online behavior
and to retain profrtable customers by predicting activity throughout their life cycles. Anything that can be
digitized can be customized, and in time, large service
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providers will have to develop personal relationships
with individuals (Pine, Peppers, & Rogers, 1995).
Integrating the Web site with processing business
data saves time and lowers costs (Nemzow, 1999).
Each Web site represents a signifrcant investment,
and each visit to your Web site presents a unique
opportunity to increase returns on that investment.
Clickstream analysis could be a large step toward
developing a precise understanding of customer
online behavior on a Web-banking site.

In conclusion, is it possible to steer customers'online
behavior via marketing interactions? Perhaps direct
marketing techniques are better suited to one-off
transactions rather than initiating longer term relationships where referrals from trusted third parties
are more important. Further research could determine the effect of marketing interactions on customer
online development and retention. In addition, offline
characteristics, like stock value, expiration date,
and received dividend, may play a role in customer
behavior on a Web-banking site.
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